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Abstract 

In the development of school management, many schools are facing a trend where 

they must make a change or innovation from the current school system and become 

more competitive in the education market. To become advantageous in the market, 

there must be vigorous and active action taken. School principle becomes the key to 

succeed in this innovation. The objective of this research is to understand the 

management philosophy and leading strategy of school principles. We will take the 

case study on innovative management in junior high schools and how they these 

strategies were applied, practice and resolve in different circumstances, and then 

analyze the differences between before and after the strategies were applied. In this 

method, we will be able to acquire sufficient experience in innovative management in 

schools.   

This is an academic research. The research will conduct document analysis, 

interviews, information analysis, data collection, discussion, annotation, and 

discussion on the philosophy and innovative strategy, in how to drive school system, 

behind junior high school principles. A few sample topics are as the following.  

I. strategy and tactic on school admission  

 A. focus on the benefit to favor school development.  

 B. focus on innovation; develop on schools’ distinguishing features.  

C. focus on dynamic thinking  

 D. focus on emotion attachment, and to develop a better future together.  

 E. integrating dynamic innovative ideas, and to create a school of originality.  

II. innovative strategy on management 

A. Change in administration system 

   1. focus on admin services, and support educational events 
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   2. share innovative strategy in different occasion  

   3. focus on continuously innovation  

   4. integrate staff and human resource to enhance productivity.  

B. innovative changes in school material and content  

1. to elaborate teacher’s profession, and design dynamic class content.  

   2. popularize teacher’s professional development, and encourage knowledge 

sharing.  

   3. encourage teachers to take challenges, and put new ideas into the education 

material.  

4. sample study on model case, and carry discussion between professionals.   

C. Dynamic development of students.  

1. develop students knowledge in dynamic field, and further expand distinguish  

educational events.  

  2. integrate different management strategies to help students’ learning.  

D. enhance and embellish school environment  

1. focus on on-site education, and develop new management culture.  

  2. respect school plants, and education on humanity and life.  

  3. innovation tactic on embellish school environment. Fully put environmental 

education into practice.  

E. Application of existing social and environmental resources.  

1. to bring in all kind of resource, to help to achieve the goal of innovative school 

management.  

  2. fully use the available resources, and make the learning environment better.  

After the analysis and conclusion, we will raise concrete suggestion, and make it 

the reference of innovation of management in junior high school, education board, 

and other post-research.  
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